Abstract-Path planning problem is a popular issues in urban transportation system. Road impedance is one of the key factors in route planning. According to road length and speed, road level, traffic lamp and intersection waiting time that affect drive efficiency. A new weighted road impedance model is proposed. To get the weights of each factor in road planning, factors which influence drive efficiency are tested with different combination. In the end, the impedance model is applied to real world network topology. The simulation results show the validity and accuracy of the model.
INTRODUCTION
As people travel more and more frequently, they spend more time on transportation. Therefore it becomes a pressing concern to find an optimal path. Traffic path planning problem is usually classified approximately shortest path problem. Network shortest path problem has been put forward as early as 50 years ago and the most classic is the research about shortest distance [1] . But considering physical distance only is not much practical significance in a real urban traffic system. It is assumed that we get a shortest route by algorithm of shortest path. However, poor road conditions or traffic congestion, compared to other path that need much more time to go through. Increased energy consumption on the one hand, on the other hand, waste more time. Therefore, get shortest time [2] [3] [4] route is a good choice. In this paper, we consider the optimal path is the shortest time route, that is, the shortest travel time from the beginning to the end.
In order to obtain the shortest path, we need to consider other factors that affect driving efficiency apart from physical distance in the transport system. The paper [5] considers real-time speed, intersection delay and real time road delay. But real-time delay is generally difficult to determine, such as traffic accidents ranging from affecting driving speed, weight will cause traffic jam, causing traffic congestion for several hours. Paper [6] discusses in more detail the modeling problem of the topology of the network of bus lines, and based on a network of bus lines arcs between nodes geographically relevant topological features. As a platform of Mapinfo, obtain the shortest path between any two nodes in the network of bus lines with shortest path algorithm. However, in the calculation of the shortest path, consider only the most important factors of distance. Based on weather, travel, urban transport, security, services, other variables and sub-information of the variable, [7] proposes a hierarchical weighted impedance function model. Based on analysis above, this paper considers the static road network traffic information comprehensively. For example, the sections of the length, average speed of vehicles in the road, road grade, roads intersections and the number of traffic lights. Then proposed a weighted road resistance function model and discuss the proportion of the various factors in the path planning through experiments, in order to determine the value of the weighted road impedance function. Finally, experiments on real road traffic system, verify the accuracy of the model.
II. PREPROCESSING
Urban transport system in the optimal path generally put shortest traveling distance, shortest travel time [8] , the lowest level of crowding [9] and best road quality as the goal to calculate the best route between any two nodes of the traffic road network. Must first clear the circumstances in which the optimal calculating the optimal path, and then determine the impedance functions. For example, planning the static shortest distance, the impedance function is the lengths of the road. Planning shortest path impedance, the impedance functions is a variety of factors that affect driving efficiency, to make shortest path planning problem become a more complex problem. To find out proportions of driving factors in path planning, Mapinfo software is used to extract the network topology of the real part of the road in Xian, Shanxi Province, and use dijkstra algorithm validation model results.
A. Influencing factors of travel times
Considering shortest time as the goal of static route planning, the impedance functions will be integrated considering a variety of factors that affect driving efficiency is as follows:  Sections of the length and speed: The length and speed of the sections are the most important indicators of travel time in the urban transport system. The shorter link length, the faster sections of speed, the shorter travel time.

The road grade: The city road grade is divided into fast roads, trunk roads, secondary roads and branch. Road grade, its pavement quality also different, and width of the road are also different, making the maximum driving speed of the design differently. The higher the level of road, the better the road quality, the wider the road width, the higher the maximum speed limit, the shorter the travel time of the vehicles on the road.
Waiting time of the intersection: Vehicles must stop and wait for a red light at the intersection, this will cause intersection waiting time delay. Especially the intersection is of a relatively large, waiting time at the intersection queuing become a higher proportion of the entire trip. So the intersection waiting time is an important factor that cannot be ignored in the city traffic system. A road traffic light more, the intersection wait time is relatively longer. Therefore, in the path planning, these affect driving efficiency factors embodied in various forms in the network topology, to facilitate the determination of the impedance functions.
B. Extraction of network topology
In urban transport system, road is usually abstracted into edges in the graph theory [5] , to abstract the intersection into the vertex. And the impedance function is the right side in the graph theory. To abstract urban transport system into a network topology, defined as follows:
represent nodes, line segments, and travel time.
Roads are criss-cross in urban transport system. Various streets, fast-track, main roads, secondary roads and slip roads connect to form numerous intersections which as the vertex of road network, various kinds of roads as the side , to obtain the time required in the roads. City road network of Xian is used as experimental data. Because this part of the data have more road intersections, obvious road grade, therefore has a strong representation in the selection of the optimal path. 
C. Dijkstra algorithm
After extracting network topology architecture, it is necessary to choose the shortest time path planning algorithm. There are much more path planning algorithm, such as Dijkstra algorithm, neural networks [10] , genetic algorithms [11] . Dijkstra's algorithm is known the most improved algorithm theoretically, and also the theoretical basis for the majority of systems used to solve the shortest path problem. It is more suitable for solving the shortest path between two points and has a wide range of applications in the field of transportation. [12] use 10 different states in the USA and 21 different real road network as cases, using different fastest path algorithm to that no matter what data structure are , Dijkstra algorithm has more advantages than the other algorithms in one-to-one, one-to-many paths planning. Dijkstra algorithm obtain shortest path by order of increasing path length. Its scope of application is: searching shortest route from a fixed source to the remaining vertex in the graph. Weight of the topology diagram is nonnegative.
Define shortest path: [13] given a weighted graph ( ,{ })
V is the collection of n vertices, { } E is a collection of m arcs, The shortest path is the path in a weighted graph that minimize the weights sum of the path, and if the weight is seen as the arc length, that is, from the beginning to the end of the shortest distance of the path. If weight to be seen as a cost, that is, from the beginning to the end least-cost path. And if weights seen as a time, that is the shortest path.
III. FACTORS DETERMINATION
Based on driving efficiency factors mentioned in the previous chapter, the shortest path planning is a combination of various factors that affect vehicular efficient, proposed a new weighted impedance function model. Have test on extracted network topology with Dikstra algorithm to determine the impedance function model parameters.
A. Impedance function model
The length and speed of the road, road grade, waiting time of the intersection, the traffic regulation information, and other factors will affect the travel time. When use shortest time as the goal of route planning between two points, road impedance should consider more than a few factors, in order to simulate a real road traffic conditions. Paper [3] based on the variable weather, travel, urban transport, security, service propose a hierarchical weighted impedance function model. This paper consider the static information of the road network, using the weight division method and variety factors that affect driving efficiency to simulate real urban transportation systems.
Based on the several factors, proposed a weighted impedance function model as follows:
Where cos t f represent the travel time between two points, 1 T is the time decided by the section of length and travel speed. 2 T is decided by the road grade, 3 T is decided by the traffic light and intersection time delay. And α ， β ， γ represent the said weights of the three factors respectively. These three parameters represent the role played by factors in road network of the path planning. And thus conduct experiments and contrast with different combination that use factors which affect driving efficiency.
Therefore determine the right value of the impedance function.
B. Parameters determine of weighted impedance functions
In order to ensure he right values of impedance function model, it is necessary to analyse the role played by the various factors in the optimal path planning. Considering the length of the road and speed, road grade, intersections and traffic lights extended time without weights, the optimal path is shown as below. Road length is a basic essential factor regardless of what traffic route planning. D is used to represent road length, G mean road grade and L represents traffic lights and intersection delay. Therefore, in this paper, DG represents the combination of road length and road grade. Combination of road length and traffic light intersection is expressed in this article by DG. DGL is a combination of the three factors. Therefore get the optimal path under different circumstances as follows:
We can see from the comparison of the two sets of tables and graphs, the road length is a fundamental constraint in the path planning, followed by traffic lights and intersections delay. Obviously, road grade played a minor role in real road network path planning. According to the experiment, and the day-to-day experience, the weighted impedance function model is as follows: figure 3 found that the nodes 8-63 get the same optimal path when considering weights and without weight in the impedance functions model. The journey time takes about 828s. However, the optimal path of nodes 8-45 is a low grade, relatively short distance route. As in the cities, due to traffic lights and various traffic factors, the average speed of the vehicle is generally up to less than average speed. Resulting in sometimes vehicles with lower road grade and lower road width have a higher running speed. And the experimental results also verify this feature: 
I. CONCLUTION
The paper analyses that if want to go somewhere fast between two nodes in the city traffic system, get the fastest route is a good choice. But what factors influence path planning and how to get the fastest route ?In this paper, based on the analysis of road length and speed, road grade, traffic lights and intersection waiting time delay, proposed a weighted road resistance function model. To determine the impedance function model parameters, have tests with driving efficiency factor in a combined way. Therefore obtain the proportion of the various factors in the path planning. Finally, in the real road network topology of Xian, Shanxi province, experiments simulations verify the accuracy of the model.
